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From 2 members of the band, HYALINE, this 2 CD release is a must have for ALL true music fans.

Beautiful erotic soundscapes with percussion, electronica, world, tribal, chant, piano, classical guitar,

strings,  female voice. Exotic  eclectic. 23 MP3 Songs ELECTRONIC: Soundscapes, WORLD: World

Fusion Details: Schema Productions, Inc is a production company set up by Dan Fowler that

encompasses sound track, commercial and alternative music projects  visual effects production for film,

television, and video games. Dan Fowler and creative partner  long time friend Danny Timko handle all of

the composing, arranging, and production duties of Schema Productions sound track projects. Their

diverse influences of music including rock, punk, world music, folk, and alternative contribute to their

unique sound and approach to scoring. Dan  Danny met in Memphis while performing and touring in

different bands in the early 90s. Although they were never in the same band, they always talked about

creating a band together so they could experiment with different sounds and performances. Finally, in

early 2000 Danny moved to Los Angeles with bassist Aaron Broughton and together the three artist

created the band, Hyaline, with one reviewer commenting, "...HYALINE brings to the forefront elements

that work well in studio recordings as well as for the live audiences, and somehow manages to weave

those threads into a mosaic of unique brilliance..." Hyaline is experiencing success as an independent

band performing all over Los Angeles and touring the west coast supporting their 2 releases on Nice Pear

Records. In early 2005 Dan was approached by friend Andrew Blake and was asked to compose 

produce the music for his latest adult erotica film titled, Body Language. Andrew Blake has been called an

erotic artist and his films empower and glorify the sexuality of some of the world's most beautiful women.

Anyone familiar with his work knows that his visuals combined with a sound track create a unique
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experience. As fans of Mr. Blake's work, Dan  Danny knew this was a great opportunity and the

possibilities creatively were infinite. The result of their first collaboration is the original score for the film,

Body Language, a diverse and dynamic musical journey that leads the viewer through Andrew Blake's

vision of erotica. The entire two plus hours of music was written, arranged, produced, recorded, and

mixed in 5 weeks. Since the completion of Body Language Dan  Danny have been aggressively pursuing

other sound track  commercial work in addition to their performing and promoting for all of the Hyaline

projects. In pre-production right now for Schema...a score for an independent live action film set for a

theatrical release in early 2006, commercial contracts for television ads, music scores for full CG short

films, and video game licensing. Please check schema-musicfor the latest news on projects and sound

track releases.
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